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CEBORA Inverter Pulsed MIG Welder
Model No. CBI285
The Inverter Pulsed MIG welder is a 220 volt, single-phase welder with an output power ranging from 15 – 200 amps. Designed and developed for today’s collision repair shop, the Pulsed MIG CBI285 is supplied with built-in Synergic and Pulsed programs for welding high strength steel, MIG Brazing of galvanized steel and aluminum when using the included CBI2003 Push-Pull gun. The built-in programs can be updated easily via the Internet so the welder is always up to date.

Specifications:
• 220 volt single-phase @ 40 amps
• 50/60 Hz
• 11” x 18” x 19”
• Weight 52 lbs.

Option:
CBI1242 MIG gun for welding steel and MIG brazing.

CEBORA Synergic MIG Welder
Model No. CBI572
The Synergic MIG welder is a 220 volt, single-phase welder with an output power ranging from 25 – 200 amps. Designed and developed for today’s collision repair shop, the Synergic MIG 572 is supplied with a MIG gun NM11S and built-in Synergic programs for welding high strength steel, MIG Brazing of galvanized steel and aluminum, when using the optional Push-Pull gun CBI2003. The built-in programs can be updated easily via the Internet by using the optional interface kit CBI136 so the welder is always up to date.

Specifications:
• 220 volt, single-phase @ 40 amps
• 50/60 Hz
• 21” x 33” x 26”
• Weight 117 lbs.

Options:
CBI136 Interface kit

CEBORA Power Spot 5500
Model No. CBI2153
The Power Spot 5500 is a 110 volt / 220 volt Capacitor Discharge stud welder capable of welding aluminum, steel and stainless threaded studs up to 6 mm in diameter. This welder is ideal for welding replacement aluminum studs onto aluminum panels. By delivering several thousand amps in 2 – 3 ms, the weld can penetrate the surface oxide of aluminum without damaging the panel. By using the optional Aluminum Stud Pulling tool CBI1288, the aluminum studs can be used for pulling dents on aluminum panels.

Specifications:
• 110 / 220 volt @ 20 amps
• 50/60 Hz
• 7” x 15” x 16”
• Weight 33 lbs.

Option:
CBI1288 Aluminum stud pulling tool

CEBORA Inverter Power Plasma 3100
Model No. CBI296
The Power Plasma 3100 is a 110 volt / 220 volt Inverter Plasma Cutter capable of cutting any metal using clean and dry shop air or nitrogen for high quality cuts. This plasma cutter is particularly suited for cutting Boron steel. It will cut carbon steel up to 3/8” and will sever steel up to 1/2”. With an operating range from 25 amps down to 5 amps and a new torch design, the Power Plasma 3100 is capable of cutting overlapping panels without damaging the bottom panel. Simple controls make this plasma cutter easy and simple to use.

Specifications:
• 110 / 220 volt @ 30 amps
• 50/60 Hz
• Shop air
• 6” x 14” x 15”
• Weight 29 lbs.